The MIT Faculty has made this article openly available. Please share how this access benefits you. Your story matters. Interest has increased recently in correlations across brain regions in the resting-state fMRI blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) response, but little is known about the functional significance of these correlations. Here we directly test the behavioral relevance of the resting-state correlation between two face-selective regions in human brain, the occipital face area (OFA) and the fusiform face area (FFA). We found that the magnitude of the resting-state correlation, henceforth called functional connectivity (FC), between OFA and FFA correlates with an individual's performance on a number of face-processing tasks, not non-face tasks. Further, we found that the behavioral significance of the OFA/FFA FC is independent of the functional activation and the anatomical size of either the OFA or FFA, suggesting that face processing depends not only on the functionality of individual face-selective regions, but also on the synchronized spontaneous neural activity between them. Together, these findings provide strong evidence that the functional correlations in the BOLD response observed at rest reveal functionally significant properties of cortical processing.
Introduction
Recently a number of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have investigated neural activity in the human brain during periods of rest (when no stimuli are presented and no tasks are performed), and found that the spontaneous blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) fluctuations are not random, but correlated across cortical regions with similar functional properties [for review, see Fox and Raichle (2007) and Greicius (2008) ]. Further, these functional correlations are thought to reflect functional relationships mediated by anatomical connections (e.g., Vincent et al., 2007; Greicius et al., 2009; Honey et al., 2009) . However, despite the abundance of work finding such correlations across cortical regions, little is known about the functional significance of these correlations: is synchronized spontaneous neural activity across cortical regions relevant for behavior, or is it merely epiphenomenal? Here we addressed this question by directly testing the behavioral significance of the resting-state correlations between two face-selective regions in the occipitotemporal cortex that are primarily involved in recognition of individual identity (Haxby et al., 2000; Calder and Young, 2005; Ishai, 2008) -the occipital face area (OFA) (Gauthier et al., 2000) and the fusiform face area (FFA) (Kanwisher et al., 1997 )-found to be functionally correlated using resting-state fMRI (Nir et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2009) .
First, we calculated the correlation in spontaneous BOLD fluctuations between OFA and FFA during the resting state in participants, and then behaviorally tested the same participants outside the scanner on a number of face and non-face tasks. If the correlation in spontaneous BOLD fluctuations between OFA and FFA, henceforth referred to as functional connectivity (FC), is behaviorally relevant, then we predict that the magnitude of the OFA/FFA FC will correlate with an individual's performance on the face-processing tasks, not non-face tasks.
Materials and Methods

Participants
Nineteen participants (age: 18 -23; 13 female) were recruited for this experiment. All participants were right handed, had normal or correctedto-normal visual acuity, and gave informed consent. Both the behavioral and fMRI protocol were approved by the Institutional Review Board of Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China.
Experimental design
We used a region of interest (ROI) approach, in which we localized the OFA and FFA (as well as two scene-selective regions, used as control regions) (Localizer runs), and then using an independent set of restingstate data calculated correlations between these predefined categoryselective regions (Resting-state runs). Unlike in traditional fMRI studies, the resting-state fMRI data were acquired while participants were instructed to lie still, keep their eyes closed, and think of whatever they would like. Importantly, the Resting-state runs were conducted before the Localizer runs to eliminate the possibility that participants might imagine any stimulus seen in the Localizer runs.
A few days after the scan, the same participants were again tested (outside the scanner) on a set of computerized behavioral tests examining several aspects of face and object processing. Specifically, there were three tests on faces (the face-recognition task, the face-inversion task, and the whole-part task) and four tests on non-face object processing (the object-recognition task, the global-form task, the global-motion task, and the global-local task). One participant participated only in the faceinversion task and the whole-part task. Finally, we then investigated how the resting-state correlation between the OFA and FFA related to an individual's performance on the above face-and object-processing tasks.
fMRI scanning
Scanning was done on a 3 T Siemens Trio scanner at the Beijing Normal University Imaging Center for Brain Research, Beijing, China. Functional images were acquired using a standard 12-channel head matrix coil and a gradient-echo single-shot echo planar imaging sequence [25 slices, repetition time (TR) ϭ 1.5 s, echo time (TE) ϭ 30 ms, voxel size ϭ 3.1 ϫ 3.1 ϫ 4.0 mm, 0.8 mm interslice gap]. Slices were oriented parallel to each participant's temporal cortex covering the whole brain. Highresolution anatomical images were also acquired for each participant for reconstruction of the cortical surface.
For the Localizer runs, we used a standard localizer method to identify ROIs. Specifically, participants viewed two runs during which 15 s blocks (20 stimuli per block) of faces, objects, scenes, or scrambled objects were presented. Each image was presented for 300 ms, followed by a 450 ms interstimulus interval (ISI). Each run contained 21 blocks (four blocks of each of the four different stimulus categories, and five blocks of fixation only), totaling 5 min and 15 s. During the scan, participants performed a one-back task (i.e., responding via a button press when two consecutive images were identical).
For the Resting-state runs, all scanning parameters were the same as those for the Localizer runs except that (1) participants were instructed to lie still in the scanner without performing any tasks, and (2) the total scan time was 10 min 30 s, yielding a continuous time course consisting of 420 data points (TR ϭ 1.5 s) (Cole et al., 2010) .
fMRI data analysis
Data preprocessing. Functional data were analyzed with the Freesurfer functional analysis stream (CorTechs) Fischl et al., 1999) , the fROI (http://froi.sourceforge.net), and in-house Matlab code. The preprocessing consisted of motion correction, intensity normalization, and spatial smoothing (Gaussian kernel, 5 mm full width at half maximum). Then, voxel time courses for each individual subject were fitted by a general linear model, with each condition modeled by a boxcar regressor matching its time course that was then convolved with a gamma function (␦ ϭ 2.25, ϭ 1.25). In addition, six motion correction parameters and slow signal drifts (linear and quadratic) were also removed from the functional data.
ROI selection. To define the OFA and FFA (in each hemisphere in each participant), we located the peak voxel within a region that responded more strongly to faces than objects and scenes (p Ͻ 10 Ϫ2 , uncorrected), and then selected a set of 27 contiguous significantly activated voxels (p Ͻ 10 Ϫ4 , uncorrected) within a 9-mm-radius sphere centered at the peak voxel. The reasons to limit the number of voxels in an ROI rather than to select all voxels within a face-selective region are (1) to remove the possible overlap between ROIs that may cause unwanted correlations from shared voxels, and (2) to keep the signal-to-noise ratio consistent across ROIs while averaging. Two scene-selective regions, the transverse occipital sulcus (TOS) and the parahippocampal place area (PPA), were defined as those regions that responded more strongly to scenes than objects and faces; otherwise, all section criteria were identical to those described above. These regions served as control regions.
In addition, three characteristics of the OFA and FFA were calculated: (1) the interregional distance between two regions, (2) the face selectivity, and (3) the size of each ROI. The interregional distance between the OFA and FFA was estimated as the distance between the peak voxels of each ROI in the native volume space of each participant. The selectivity of the OFA and FFA was calculated as the average of the t scores of all voxels within an ROI with the contrast of faces versus scenes and objects. Thus, the larger the value, the greater the degree of selectivity. The size of the OFA and FFA was calculated in two steps. First, we defined the ROIs in each participant as a contiguous cluster of voxels peaking in the fusiform gyrus (for the FFA) or the inferior occipital gyrus (for the OFA) that responded more to faces than objects and scenes (p Ͻ 10 Ϫ2 , uncorrected). Second, we counted the number of voxels in that ROI. Because the OFA and FFA sometimes overlap, especially at this threshold, anatomical constraints were used in determining the border between any overlapping OFAs and FFAs. Specifically, the lateral occipitotemporal gyrus (i.e., the fusiform gyrus) and sulcus derived from FreeSurfer parcellation were used for the boundary of the FFA, whereas the inferior and middle occipital gyrus and sulcus were used for that of OFA.
Resting-state correlation. In addition to the aforementioned standard preprocessing of fMRI data, several other preprocessing steps were used to reduce spurious variance unlikely to reflect neural activity in restingstate data. These steps included using a temporal bandpass filter (0.01-0.08 Hz) to retain low-frequency signals only (Cordes et al., 2001) , regression of the time course obtained from rigid-body head motion correction, and regression of the mean time course of whole-brain BOLD fluctuations.
After the preprocessing, a continuous time course for each ROI was extracted by averaging the time courses of all 27 voxels in each of the ROIs. Thus, we obtained a time course consisting of 420 data points for each ROI and for each participant. Temporal correlation coefficients between the extracted time course from a given ROI and those from other ROIs were calculated to determine which regions were functionally correlated at rest. Correlation coefficients (r) were transformed to Gaussiandistributed z scores via Fisher's transformation to improve normality, and these z scores were then used for further analyses (Fox et al., 2006) .
Behavioral tests
Face-and object-recognition tasks. In the face-recognition task, 60 face images on a natural background were used to measure participants' ability in recognizing familiar faces ( Fig. 1 A, top) . In each trial, a face image was presented for 33 ms, immediately masked by the scrambled version of that image (mosaic-like) for the rest of the trial. Participants then performed a two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) task, reporting whether the image was a prespecified target (e.g., Chiu-Wai Leung, a Chinese movie star), or another exemplar from the same basic-level category (e.g., another Chinese movie star). There were 60 trials, half of which contained targets. In the object-recognition task, three object categories were tested in separate blocks: (1) chrysanthemum versus other flowers, (2) jeep versus other cars, and (3) pigeon versus other birds ( Fig. 1 A, bottom). There were 20 exemplars and thus 20 trials for each object category. In each trial, an object image was presented for 50 ms, while the rest of the experimental parameters were identical to those in the face-recognition task. The order of the face-and object-recognition tasks was counterbalanced across participants. Accuracy for face and object recognition was calculated separately, and was corrected for guessing: Accuracy ϭ (Hit Ϫ False Alarm)/(1 Ϫ False Alarm).
Face-inversion task. Twenty-five face images were used, which were gray-scale adult Chinese male faces, with all external information (e.g., hair) removed (Fig. 1 B) . Pairs of face images were presented sequentially, either both upright or both inverted, with upright-and inverted-face trials randomly interleaved. Each trial started with a blank screen for 1 s, followed by the first face image presented at the center of the screen for 0.5 s. Then, after an ISI of 0.5 s, the second image was presented until a response was made. Participants were instructed to judge whether the two sequentially presented faces were identical. There were 50 trials for each condition, half of which consisted of face pairs that were identical, and half of which consisted of face pairs from different individuals. The face-inversion effect (FIE), a classic and reliable behavioral marker for face-specific processing, was calculated as the difference in performance on upright versus inverted faces: FIE ϭ (Upright Ϫ Inverted)/(Upright ϩ Inverted).
Whole-part task. This task was used to measure participants' tendency to process faces as integrated wholes, rather than as sets of independent components. It consisted of two segments: a study segment and a test segment (Fig. 1C ). In the study segment, participants were instructed to memorize three faces and their corresponding names. Each face-name pair was shown for 5 s with an ISI of 1 s. Only when the participants could correctly identify all face-name pairs were they allowed to enter the test segment. In the test segment, a question like "Which is Xiao Zhang's nose (or mouth, or eyes)?" was presented, followed by two images presented to the left and right sides of the screen. The display remained on the screen until the participants made a 2AFC response. There were two conditions, the Part condition and the Whole condition. For the Part condition, the display contained two images of an individual face part (e.g., two noses): one was from the target face (i.e., Xiao Zhang's face), and the other from another one of the studied faces. For the Whole condition, the display contained two whole faces, with the target and a foil face differing only with respect to the individual face part that had been tested in the Part condition; the rest of the face parts were the same. These part and whole condition were randomly interleaved, each of which consisted of 36 trials. The whole-part effect (WPE), a behavioral marker for holistic processing, was calculated as an improvement in accuracy when a face part was presented in the context of the rest of face than in isolation: WPE ϭ (Whole Ϫ Part)/(Whole ϩ Part).
Global-form task. Concentric Glass patterns (i.e., concentric swirls) were used to assess participants' sensitivity to the global structure in an image (Fig. 1 D) . There were two types of stimuli: Glass patterns and noise patterns. For Glass patterns, pairs of black dots were placed tangentially to concentric circles, some of which were then replaced by randomly oriented dot pairs. There were 10 levels of concentricity, ranging from 15% to 33% of the aligned dot pairs in steps of 2%. For noise patterns, all aligned dot pairs were replaced with randomly oriented dot pairs. In each trial, either a Glass pattern or a noise pattern was presented for 1 s, and participants were instructed to report whether the Glass pattern or the noise pattern had appeared. There were 80 trials, half of which contained Glass patterns. The order of two types of trials was randomized. The overall accuracy was used as a measure of participants' ability to integrate local elements into a global form.
Global-motion task. Random dot kinematograms were used to examine participants' ability to integrate local motion cues to produce a percept of global motion (Fig. 1 E) . In each trial, white dots, against a black background, moved randomly at a speed of 6.18°of visual angle per second within a square region for 1.5 s, with a proportion moving coherently either leftward or rightward. The percentage of dots that moved coherently, ranging from 4% to 11.5% in steps of 0.5%, varied across trials, and participants reported whether the overall direction of motion was leftward or rightward. There were 128 trials in total. The accuracy in detecting the global motion was used as a measure of participants' ability to integrate local motion cues.
Global-local task. This task, a variant of Navon's task, was used to measure participants' ability to globally process visual information. The stimuli were four hierarchical shapes of two types: consistent shapes in which the global and the local shapes shared identity (e.g., local circles forming a global circle), and inconsistent shapes for which the shapes at the two levels had different identities (e.g., local squares forming a global circle) (Fig. 1 F) . There were two blocks, each of which contained 80 trials, preceded by instructions to identify shapes at either the local or global level. In each block, there were 40 trials of consistent shapes and 40 trials of inconsistent shapes, which were randomly interleaved. Each trial started with a central fixation cross for 0.7 s, followed by one of the four possible stimuli presented for 0.15 s. Participants were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible whether they saw a circle or a square. The global-to-local interference (GLI), a measure of for global visual information to be privileged attentionally over local information, was calculated based on reaction time:
Results
OFA and FFA are functionally connected
Two face-selective (OFA and FFA) and two scene-selective (TOS and PPA) regions were localized within the occipitaltemporal cortex of both hemispheres in 16 participants scanned (for Talairach coordinates, see Table 1 ). The other three participants who did not show all ROIs were excluded from further analyses. Figure 2 A shows an activation map for faces and scenes on an inflated cortical surface of a typical participant.
A two-way ANOVA of FC between all ROI pairs by hemisphere shows that the FC in the right hemisphere (RH) was significant larger than that in the left hemisphere (LH) (F (1,15) ϭ 20.91, p Ͻ 0.001); however, there was no interaction (F (5,75) ϭ 1.07, p ϭ 0.38) (Fig. 2B) . Thus, to simplify analyses, the FCs were averaged across hemisphere for each ROI pair.
Importantly, the FC between two face-selective regions (OFA/ FFA FC: r ϭ 0.69) was significantly larger than the correlation between a face-selective and a scene-selective region (FFA/TOS FC: r ϭ 0.25; FFA/PPA FC: r ϭ 0.15; OFA/TOS FC: r ϭ 0.18; OFA/PPA FC: r ϭ 0.06) (F (4,12) ϭ 9.64, p Ͻ 0.001), demonstrating a "functional connection" between OFA and FFA (Fig. 2 B) . This finding is consistent with two other studies reporting functional correlations across face-selective regions (Nir et Face processing, not object processing, is correlated with OFA/FFA FC Next, we asked whether the OFA/FFA FC was correlated with performance on three face-processing tasks: the face-recognition task, the face-inversion task, and the whole-part task. If the OFA/ FFA FC is behaviorally relevant, then we predict that individuals' performance on a number of face tasks, not non-face tasks, will be correlated with the magnitude of their OFA/FFA FC.
In the face-recognition task, participants were briefly presented famous faces, immediately followed by a mask, and then asked to respond to the face of a particular individual (Grill-Spector et al., 2004) (Fig. 1 A) . As predicted, we found that individuals' accuracy of recognizing familiar faces was correlated with their OFA/FFA FC (r ϭ 0.54, p ϭ 0.04) (Fig.  3A, left) (for behavioral results, see Table 2 ). Similar results were obtained from Spearman's rank correlation analysis (Spearman's ϭ 0.51, p ϭ 0.05), ruling out the possibility that the behavior-OFA/FFA FC correlation was driven by outlier participants.
Table 1. Talairach coordinates of ROIs averaged across participants (mean ؎ SD)
ROI Hemisphere
Talairach coordinates
Figure 2. The hierarchical structure of face-selective and scene-selective network. A, Faceand scene-selective regions of a typical subject. Face-selective regions, the OFA and FFA (p Ͻ 10 Ϫ4 , uncorrected, red), and scene-selective region, the PPA (p Ͻ 10 Ϫ10 , uncorrected, green), from the Localizer scan are shown on an inflated brain. Sulci are shown in dark gray and gyri in light gray. The scene-selective region, the TOS, is not shown. B, The hierarchical structure of functional connectivity. The functional connectivity between regions that were selective to the same perceptual objects (faces, red; scenes, green) was larger than those between regions that were selective to different object categories respectively (gray). In addition, the functional connectivity between ROI pairs in the right hemisphere (dark) was in general larger than that in the left hemisphere (light). Error bars indicate SEM. **p Ͻ 0.001. No such correlation was found between the OFA/FFA FC and participants' performance in recognizing exemplars of the within-category target (e.g., chrysanthemum) among other exemplars from the same basic-level category (e.g., other flowers) (right). Note that the accuracy shown here was the average of performance on three object categories. B, The OFA/FFA FC was also correlated with two behavioral markers of face-specific processing: the FIE (left) and the WPE (right). y-axis is the functional connectivity between OFA and FFA indexed by the correlation coefficients after Fisher's transformation (Fisher's z scores), and x-axis is the behavioral measure of each task. By contrast, no significant behavior-OFA/FFA FC correlation was found when the same participants had to distinguish pigeons from other birds (r ϭ Ϫ0.07, p ϭ 0.81; Spearman's ϭ Ϫ0.14, p ϭ 0.63), jeeps from other cars (r ϭ Ϫ0.33, p ϭ 0.23; Spearman's ϭ Ϫ0.03, p ϭ 0.92), or chrysanthemums from other flowers (r ϭ Ϫ0.14, p ϭ 0.62; Spearman's ϭ Ϫ0.01, p ϭ 0.99). Crucially, the correlation between face recognition and the OFA/FFA FC was significantly larger than the correlation between the average performance on objects and the OFA/FFA FC (r ϭ Ϫ0.33) (Steiger's Z ϭ 2.27, p ϭ 0.02) (Fig. 3A, right) .
While the above findings suggest that the OFA/FFA FC may be behaviorally relevant for face recognition, not for object recognition, images of faces and objects used in the above experiment differed in many ways (e.g., low-level visual properties, prior knowledge on familiar faces and objects), any of which might account for the behavioral significance of the OFA/FFA FC. Thus, a more direct test would be to contrast performance on upright novel faces with inverted ones (Fig. 1 B) , which share virtually all visual properties of faces yet are not processed as faces (Yin, 1969) . The FIE-the difference in discrimination performance on upright versus inverted faces-is one of the most classic and reliable behavioral markers for face-specific processing. We found a significant correlation between participants' FIE scores and their OFA/FFA FC (r ϭ 0.68, p ϭ 0.004; Spearman's ϭ 0.63, p ϭ 0.009) (Fig. 3B, left) . Consistent with our hypothesis, this result suggests that it is face processing, in particular, that is related to the synchronized spontaneous neural activity between the OFA and FFA.
To further investigate the face-specific nature of the behavior-OFA/FFA FC correlation, we asked whether the OFA/FFA FC was related to the holistic representation of faces. A large body of evidence consistently demonstrates that the key difference in the way that faces are processed, compared to objects, is that faces are represented as integrated wholes, rather than as sets of independent components. One classic test of holistic processing is the whole-part task, in which the participants were instructed to recognize a face part either in the context of the whole face (Whole) or in isolation (Part) (Tanaka and Farah, 1993) (Fig. 1C) . The WPE then reflects the participants' ability to recognize a face part in the context of the rest of the face compared to the same face part in isolation. We found a significant correlation between participants' WPE scores and their OFA/FFA FC (r ϭ 0.53, p ϭ 0.03; Spearman's ϭ 0.49, p ϭ 0.05) (Fig. 3B, right) . Further, the Whole condition is most responsible for the positive correlation, because after regressing out the variance of the Part condition from the Whole condition, the residual variance was still correlated with the OFA/FFA FC (Pearson r ϭ 0.48, p ϭ 0.06; Spearman ϭ 0.55, p ϭ 0.03). Therefore, the synchronized spontaneous neural activity between OFA and FFA is related to the mechanisms that are engaged specifically in the holistic processing of faces.
Global processing, in general, is not correlated with OFA/FFA FC Might it be the case that the above behavior-OFA/FFA FC correlation is being driven by general cognitive mechanisms such as global processing of visual stimuli, rather than face-specific mechanisms? To test this possibility, we examined participants' ability to (1) integrate local elements into a global form (Fig. 1 D) , and (2) to integrate local motion cues to produce a percept of global motion (Le Grand et al., 2006) (Fig. 1 E) . No significant behavior-OFA/ FFA FC correlation was found in either the global-form task (r ϭ Ϫ0.02, p ϭ 0.94; Spearman's ϭ Ϫ0.08, p ϭ 0.79) or the globalmotion task (r ϭ 0.02, p ϭ 0.95; Spearman's ϭ 0.12, p ϭ 0.67) (Fig. 4) .
Perhaps an even more direct test of an individual's ability to globally process visual (non-face) information is the global-local task (Barton et al., 2002; Mevorach et al., 2006; Bentin et al., 2007) , where participants report the shape of compound objects at either the global or local level (Fig. 1 F) . The GLI reflects the fact that inconsistent global shapes have a larger effect in delaying local identification than inconsistent local shapes have on global identification. We found that the GLI scores were not positively correlated with the OFA/FFA FC (Fig. 4) . Instead, the correlation was negative (r ϭ Ϫ0.63, p ϭ 0.01; Spearman's ϭ Ϫ0.67, p ϭ 0.006). This negative correlation was most strongly accounted for by the local identification task (i.e., the global-interfering-withlocal task) (r ϭ Ϫ0.56, p ϭ 0.03), not the global identification task (r ϭ 0.42, p ϭ 0.11), suggesting that individuals with larger OFA/FFA FC have a tendency for local information to be privileged attentionally over global information when the visual stimuli are not faces. This dissociation further confirms that the OFA/ FFA FC is behaviorally relevant for individuals' performance in holistic processing of faces only.
The behavior-OFA/FFA FC correlation is cortically specific Another possibility is that the face-specific behavior-OFA/FFA FC correlation may reflect a general property of synchronized spontaneous BOLD fluctuations in the high-level visual cortex. To rule out this possibility, we examined whether the FC between two scene-selective regions (i.e., TOS and PPA) is related to participants' performance on faces as well. Although the TOS/PPA FC was as large as the OFA/FFA FC (t (15) ϭ 1.1, p ϭ 0.28) (Fig.  2 B) , it was not correlated with the behavioral performance in recognizing familiar faces (r ϭ Ϫ0.08, p ϭ 0.77; Spearman's ϭ Ϫ0.09, p ϭ 0.75), discriminating upright faces (vs inverted faces) (FIE) (r ϭ Ϫ0.06, p ϭ 0.82; Spearman's ϭ Ϫ0.09, p ϭ 0.74), or recognizing face parts in the context of the rest of the face (vs in isolation) (WPE) (r ϭ Ϫ0.39, p ϭ 0.14; Spearman's ϭ Ϫ0.40, p ϭ 0.13) (Fig. 4) . In addition, to rule out the possibility that the behavioral relevance of the OFA/FFA FC may be accounted for by some physiological noise embedded in the resting data (e.g., cardiac and respiratory artifacts), we calculated the partial correlation between the OFA/FFA FC and the behavioral performance while controlling for spontaneous fluctuations observed in TOS and PPA. If fluctuations in OFA and FFA were affected by physiological noise, so would TOS and PPA; thus, by partialing out the spontaneous fluctuations in TOS and PPA, we filter out any possible physiological noise. As expected, after controlling for any physiological noise the behavior-OFA/FFA FC correlations remained (Face recognition: r ϭ 0.58, p ϭ 0.02; FIE: r ϭ 0.69, p ϭ 0.003; WPE: r ϭ 0.54, p ϭ 0.03).
The OFA/FFA FC reflects a network-level property in face processing Could the correlation between behavior and the OFA/FFA FC be explained by functional properties of its constituent parts? A previous study has shown that one measure of face perception performance (i.e., FIE) was correlated with the response in FFA when participants performed the same task in the scanner (Yovel and Kanwisher, 2005) . Therefore, one may expect that participants who exhibit a strong OFA/FFA FC (and hence better performance in the face tasks) also exhibit a greater face-selective response in their OFA, FFA, or both. We addressed this possibility by examining the relationship between the OFA/FFA FC and a standard measure of the functional property of the OFA and FFA (i.e., face selectivity determined by the contrast of faces vs nonface objects during the localizer task).We found that the OFA/ FFA FC was not correlated with the face-selective response of either the OFA (r ϭ 0.09, p ϭ 0.74) or FFA (r ϭ Ϫ0.15, p ϭ 0.58), or the average response of the two regions (r ϭ Ϫ0.03, p ϭ 0.90). In addition to the functional activation, we also tested whether the size of the ROIs (Golarai et al., 2007 (Golarai et al., , 2010 were correlated with the OFA/FFA FC, and found no significant correlations between the OFA/FFA FC and OFA size (r ϭ Ϫ0.16, p ϭ 0.56), OFA/FFA FC and FFA size (r ϭ 0.12, p ϭ 0.65), or OFA/FFA FC and the averaged size of both regions (r ϭ Ϫ0.09, p ϭ 0.75). Therefore, the OFA/FFA FC is unlikely accounted for by either the functional activation or the anatomical size of its constituent parts.
Second, the face-selective response of the OFA and FFA in the right hemisphere was significantly higher than that in the left hemisphere (F (1,15) ϭ 6.2, p ϭ 0.03), consistent with previous findings (for a review, see Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006) ; however, there was no hemispheric difference in the behavior-OFA/FFA FC correlations (Face recognition, LH/RH: r ϭ 0.49/0.37, Steiger's Z ϭ 0.4, p ϭ 0.37; FIE, LH/RH: r ϭ 0.51/0.53, Steiger's Z ϭ 0.1, p ϭ 0.40; WPE, LH/RH: r ϭ 0.45/0.27, Steiger's Z ϭ 0.6, p ϭ 0.33). Finally, the OFA/FFA FC was negatively correlated with the interregional distance between the OFA and FFA (r ϭ Ϫ0.50, p ϭ 0.05; Spearman's ϭ Ϫ0.47, p ϭ 0.07), as expected (Honey et al., 2009 ); However, after controlling for interregional distance, the correlation between the OFA/FFA FC and the perception of upright faces (vs inverted faces), for example, remained (Partial correlation, r ϭ 0.75, p ϭ 0.001). Together, these results provide evidence that the OFA/FFA FC possesses a functional property that corresponds to the face network better than to any of its constituent parts.
Discussion
Here we asked whether synchronized spontaneous neural activity across cortical regions is relevant for behavior, or merely epiphenomenal. We addressed this question by directly testing the behavioral significance of the functional connectivity between two face-selective regions that are involved in the recognition of individual identity: the OFA and FFA. We found that the OFA/FFA FC was correlated with individuals' performance on a variety of face tasks focusing on different aspects of face processing, such as recognition of familiar faces (the face-recognition task), perceptual discrimination of novel faces (the face-inversion task), and holistic processing of faces (the who-part task), suggesting that synchronized spontaneous neural activity between the OFA and FFA is behaviorally relevant. Second, the behavioral significance of the OFA/FFA FC is independent of the functional properties of either the OFA or FFA alone, suggesting that the OFA/FFA FC reflects a network-level property in face processing. Finally, we found that this functionally connected face network was relatively encapsulated, not related to individuals' performance on similar cognitive processes on non-face objects, such as recognition of familiar objects, perception of global form or global motion, and global processing of visual stimuli. Together, these findings provide strong evidence that the synchronized spontaneous neural activity across cortical regions is functionally significant, not epiphenomenal.
Prior work with fMRI has identified multiple face-selective regions in the brain, with each involved in a different aspect of face processing (Haxby et al., 2000; Calder and Young, 2005) . Specifically, the OFA and FFA, which are primarily involved in recognition of individual identity (Grill-Spector et al., 2004) , are sensitive to different aspects of faces (Liu et al., 2010) . The OFA is sensitive to the presence of face parts (Pitcher et al., 2007; Harris and Aguirre, 2008; Andrews et al., 2010) , whereas the FFA is preferentially involved in analyzing the configuration among them (Barton et al., 2002; Yovel and Kanwisher, 2004; Schiltz and Rossion, 2006; Rotshtein et al., 2007; Schiltz et al., 2010) . Further, typical face processing requires the interaction of the OFA and FFA, because the FFA, for example, can be preserved in an individual with a lesion to the OFA and suffering from prosopagnosia (i.e., severe deficits in face recognition) (Rossion et al., 2003; Steeves et al., 2006) . However, exactly how anatomically distributed regions with different functionality work in concert to give rise to a unified representation of faces remains unknown. Our study suggests that one way of coordinating multiple regions may rely on synchronized neural activity (Fries, 2009) , and the breakdown of synchronized propagation of information among faceselective regions may result in selective deficits in face processing (Baker, 2008; Fox et al., 2008; Avidan and Behrmann, 2009 ). This hypothesis dovetails with a recent study showing that after extensive behavioral training in holistic processing, the functional connectivity between the OFA and FFA, not the selectivity of each individual region, increases along with improvement in face recognition . Therefore, typical face recognition likely depends on not only the intact functionality of individual face-selective region (e.g., Barton et al., 2002; Rossion et al., 2003; Steeves et al., 2006; Riddoch et al., 2008) but also synchronized spontaneous neural activity across these regions.
Our finding of a significant correlation in the synchronized spontaneous neural activity between the OFA and FFA might reflect a functional relationship mediated by anatomical connections between these two regions Greicius et al., 2009; Honey et al., 2009 ). This idea fits nicely with a recent finding showing a hierarchically organized anatomical network for face processing as electrical microstimulation of one faceselective region in the macaque brain induces activation only in other face-selective regions (Moeller et al., 2008) . In our study, we found a similar hierarchical structure formed by the FC, with the OFA/FFA FC being larger than FC between a face-selective region and a scene-selective region. On the other hand, FC can be disrupted in the absence of anatomical damages to their connections (He et al., 2007) , suggesting that intact anatomical connections may be not sufficient for normal FC. Second, the OFA/FFA FC cannot directly result in the behavioral performance; instead, its behavioral relevance must be indirect, possibly via its role in organizing and coordinating neural activation of each individual region during tasks . Future studies are needed to investigate the link among anatomical connections across regions, synchronized neural activity across regions at rest, and the neural activation of the same regions during tasks.
The behavioral significance of the synchronized spontaneous neural activity between OFA and FFA demonstrated here invites a border investigation of whether other functionally connected networks, including visual areas sensitive to other object categories and even cortical regions found in other cognitive domains (e.g., auditory, memory, language, and attention), also play a role in their corresponding cognitive processes (Hampson et al., 2006a,b; He et al., 2007; Seeley et al., 2007; Tambini et al., 2010) . In addition, this work may also help elucidate the mechanisms through which regions interact with each other to bring about a unified representation of the human mind.
